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DCqaf and iPOT Helped
a Leading American Food
Restaurant Chain Achieve
40% Faster Time-To-Market

About
The Customer

Our customer is a leading American full-service dining company with
an extensive assortment of iconic global, emerging, and proprietary
brands. Being into the business for more than 50 years, they are
operating with approximately 3,700 locations in 18 countries. The
customer aims to empower, support, and grow the world’s mostloved restaurant brands and presently wants to live up to its future
vision of investing in technological enhancements to serve their
customers.
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Challenges:

The Need

The customer faced the

The customer was looking to automate their BVT (Build Verification

following challenges while

Testing) and Regression test suites which were more than 1000

trying to attain seamless

cases across their desktop POS (Point of Sale) applications (A1POS

end-to-end testing.

& MICROS), web and mobile (Android and iOS) application platforms.

• Varied frameworks &

They wanted to build an automation suite that would enable end-to-

EMV devices

end automation of their sales process from order creation to closure.

• Large volume of  testing

The end goal was to validate the integrations and business flows

• Integration Issues

between the web/ mobile application and store in the following

• Fix existing defects

scenarios.

• No impact on the existing
features

• Customers order online and pick up from the store
• Customers order from the mobile app, dine at the restaurant, and
pay using the POS applications

Solution:
• A unified test automation
solution - DCqaf (Digital
Commerce quality
automation framework)
powered by AI
• iPOT (Robotic Arm) to
handle the payment action
on EMV devices
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Results:

The Challenges

• 90% reduction in

The customer found it very difficult to attain seamless end-to-end

regression routines
• Testing time reduced from
230 hours to 25 hours
• Detailed tracking of the

automation testing since they had different frameworks for their web
& mobile and desktop application for testing A1POS through which the
restaurant Front of House (FOH) and Back of House (BOH) activities
were maintained. Customers could either directly place an order using

script’s failure status

A1POS or through their website or mobile app.

using Machine learning

Handling two different applications - one for desktop and one for website

dashboard

and mobile was causing much ambiguity. Therefore, they wanted a

• 88% reduction in testing
time of EMV cases from
16 hours to 2 hours
• Faster time to market
• Seamless process flow

unified testing solution to harness the chaos of multiple frameworks
they were experiencing in their POS.
Do you find these challenges familiar? Talk to our experts today for a
free demo on iPOT & DCqaf.

and maintenance
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Aspire's Solution

After analyzing the situation, challenges faced by the customer,
and the changing user expectations of the retail business, Aspire’s
consultants suggested an innovative tool stack. This efficient
tool stack would unify and automate their POS and enhance the
efficiency of their system. As part of the test strategy, the ShiftLeft approach was implemented to ensure all functionalities of the
applications were tested as a priority, and automation was carried
out simultaneously.
Since integrating the mobile and desktop application was complex,
Aspire experts decided to use our in-house customized Digital
Commerce quality automation framework - DCqaf that could easily
cater to each application’s behavior and work seamlessly across
the retail landscape and integrate iPOT (intelligent Point-of-Sale
Operational Testing) our in-house robotic arm for automating the
POS testing.
Our QA team was required to automate the functional and integration
test cases of Web, Mobile, and Store applications and set up a
seamless execution environment at their test labs for which Aspire
performed the following:

• Built an end-to-end test automation solution using Aspire’s Unified
Test Automation Framework to automate the eCom, POS, and
Mobile of the customer applications

• Integrated with the POS components like Back Office Tools,
Promotion, Loyalty modules, and other third-party applications

• Automated online orders placed through OLO online ordering and
order received in FOH

• Processed BYOD orders and table booking placed through mobile
apps

• Streamlined their Order placements through A1 and MICROS POS
for FOH while closing payment through the Pin Pad devices

• Integrated their online orders from Web and Mobile with A1 and
MICROS POS for carry away and dine-in orders
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• Developed a single automation suite to handle multiple
configurations, peripheral devices, and complex interfaces

• Accelerated their regression test case routine
Are you looking out for similar solutions to address your POS testing
challenges? Get started now
Click here to view a free demo of iPOT
Want to check out how DCqaf works? Click here to watch a demo

Results

After meticulously implementing DCqaf and I-POT we helped the
customer achieve the following:

• Seamless process flow and maintenance
• Substantial reduction in maintenance cost
• Easier and detailed detection of bugs
• Lesser human intervention leaving the teams to focus on functional
tests

• Automation of manual testing processes
• 90% reduction in regression routines from 230 hours to 25 hours
• Detailed tracking of the script’s failure status using Machine learning
dashboard

• 88% reduction in testing time of EMV cases from 16 hours to
2 hours

• Faster time to market
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In addition to these business benefits, we also managed to provide
the following:

• We established a “Center of Excellence” model with dedicated
teams to

• Accelerate innovation
• Ensure quality of critical business processes
• Eliminate redundancies
• Enhance process quality
• Reduce business risk
• Aspire implemented a near-complete autonomous testing process,
enabling our team of highly qualified software testers to spend
more quality time:

• Focusing on enhancing performance and security
• Improving the CX and bringing up the bottom line
• The autonomous software testing aggregates were powered by
artificial intelligence to help the customer test the next software
application faster and more fastidiously
Aren’t these results impressive? We can help you achieve the same.
Reach us here.
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Technology
Snapshot
» Test Automation Framework: DCQaf – Digital
Commerce Quality Assurance Framework
» ECOM: Open Source – Selenium-Java
» A1POS: Open-Source – WinAppDriver-Java
» MICROS: Open-Source – Sikuli-Java + OCR
(Optical Character Recognition)
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s most
innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping them leverage
technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of expertise. Our core philosophy
of “Attention. Always.” communicates our belief in lavishing care and attention on
our customer and employees.

For more info contact: info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com

NORTH AMERICA
+1 630 368 0970

POLAND
+44 203 170 6115

INDIA
+91 44 6740 4000

MIDDLE EAST
+971 50 658 8831

EUROPE
+44 203 170 6115

SINGAPORE
+65 3163 3050

